
"I think it's helpful to have books in the classrooms that reflect the students' culture 
& experiences as refugees. It's important that the classrooms provide windows into 
their lives.They need to see themselves reflected in the culture of the school." 

- First grade teacher, Brooklyn public school with 18% English Language Learners and 70% non-White 
students 
 

BOOK LISTS FOR CLASSROOMS 
AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES

Fiction and non-fiction books to help your new refugee and immigrant students feel welcome 

Fiction and non-fiction books to help your native students understand their new classmates 

Arranged by grade, with ISBNs and Amazon.com links 
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Arabic-Speaking Countries & Cultures 
 

EARLY CHILDHOOD

Count Your Way Through the Arab World, Haskins, Jim 
ISBN: 978-0876144879 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/yc45mbfa 

Uses Arabic numerals from one to ten to introduce concepts about Arab countries and Arab 
culture. 

Silent Music. James Rumford 
ISBN-10: 1596432764 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y7lrqmsc 

A boy’s ingenuous voice introduces readers to the beauty and discipline of Arabic calligraphy in 
this mood piece set in Baghdad. Ali directly addresses readers, explaining how much he loves 
playing soccer and listening to loud music, and how he loves calligraphy even more. His hero is 
Yakut, a 13th-century calligrapy her who took solace in his art amidst the Mongol invasion. Like 
Yakut, Ali finds comfort in practicing his letters during the turmoil that has reigned in Baghdad 
since 2003. 

Sitti’s Secrets by Nye, Naomi Shihab 
ISBN: 9780689817069 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ybv67gcs 

http://tinyurl.com/yc45mbfa
http://tinyurl.com/y7lrqmsc
http://tinyurl.com/ybv67gcs


When Sitti, an American girl, goes to visit her grandmother in her small Middle Eastern village 
on the other side of the world, they don’t need words to understand each other’s heart. 

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Alia’s Mission: Saving the Books of Iraq: Inspired by a True Story. Stamaty, Mark Alan. 
ISBN 0-3758-3217-3 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y9xp2tsz 

Graphic novel (comic-book style). In 2003, as bombs exploded over Basra, Alia attempted to 
preserve the collective history of Iraq. Alia was the chief librarian of the Central Library and as 
she watched her city prepare for war, she recalled her childhood history lessons and the stories 
of the destruction of the great library of Baghdad in 1258. Alia begged local officials to help but 
instead government officials commandeered her building. Secretly, Alia and her friends 
transported 30,000 volumes to safety before the library burned to the ground. 

Apricots Tomorrow. Primrose Arnander and Ashkhain Skipwith, illustrated by Kathryn Lamb. 
ISBN 13: 978-0905743578 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ycp4aqfj 

To understand a people, acquaint yourself with their proverbs' runs an Arab adage, and here are 
the books that do just that. The popular Apricots Tomorrow, a selection of sayings from the Gulf 
region, is joined by sister titles The Son of a Duck is a Floater and Unload your own Donkey 
which draws on sayings from the Maghreb and Levant. Paralleling age-old Arabic sayings with 
English equivalents, the proverbs highlight the uncanny similarity of inherited wisdom in both 
East and West. 

B is for Bedu: An Illustrated Alphabet Book. Gabriel, Fay; Jones, Lynn ; Cardona, Lois; & 
Horan, Linda.  
ISBN: 978-1860631030 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/yanhozmt 

The Bedu way of life in Arabia has existed for thousands of years, yet, as these remarkable 
nomadic people have disappeared to the cities, so too has our knowledge and understanding of 
them. Constantly moving to find grazing for their animals, tending their flocks in the vast, empty 
land, and weaving beautiful patterns for their houses of hair, the wonder of the Bedu is that they 
managed to survive in the harsh desert environment. 

The Best Eid Ever. Asma Mobn-uddin illustrated by Laura Jacobson 
ISBN:978-1590784310 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ybaen3vj 

It’s Eid, and Aneesa should be happy. But her parents are thousands of miles away in Saudi 
Arabia for the Hajj pilgrimage. To cheer her up, her grandmother gives her a gift of beautiful 
clothes from Pakistan, one outfit for each of the three days of Eid. At the prayer hall, Aneesa 
meets two sisters who are not dressed in new clothes for the holiday. Aneesa discovers that the 
girls are refugees.Aneesa can’t stop thinking about the girls and what Eid must be like for them. 

http://tinyurl.com/y9xp2tsz
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That’s when Aneesa comes up with a plan to help the girls celebrate Eid and make it the best 
Eid holiday ever. 

The Carpet Boy’s Gift. Shea, Pegi Deitz. Illustrated by Leane Morin 
ISBN 0-88448-248-0 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y89klrk6 

Nadeem and his fellow workers are bonded laborers, children who work day and night to pay off 
loans their families have accepted from a factory owner. While Nadeem and his cousin Amina 
take pride in helping their poor families, they feel trapped. They yearn to go to school and to 
have time to play. 

One day a former carpet boy named Iqbal Masih leads a parade in the village. New laws have 
abolished bonded labor! Iqbal urges Nadeem to fight for freedom and to lead the children to a 
new school in town. Can Nadeem summon the courage to try again? 

The Genius of Islam: How Muslims Made the Modern World. Barnard, Bryn 
ISBN: 978-0375840722 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ybaqdo3o 

The Muslim world has often been a bridge between East and West, but many of Islam's crucial 
innovations are hidden within the folds of history. In this important book, Bryn Barnard uses 
short, engaging text and gorgeous full-color artwork to bring Islam's contributions gloriously to 
life.  Chockful of information and pictures, and eminently browsable, The Genius of Islam is the 
definitive guide to a fascinating topic. 

The Librarian of Basra: A True Story from Iraq. Winter, Jeanette 
ISBN 0-15-205445-6 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ycpzfr68 

In a war-stricken country where civilians--especially women--have little power, this true story 
about a librarian's struggle to save her community's priceless collection of books reminds us all 
how, throughout the world, the love of literature and the respect for knowledge know no 
boundaries. Illustrated by Jeanette Winter in bright acrylic and ink. 

My Name is Bilal. Asma Mobin-Uddin, Boyds 
ISBN-10: 1590781759 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/yaxhpufe 

This book is a well-done treatment of a subject not often seen in children’s picture books. Bilal 
transfers to a school where he and his sister are the only Muslim children. After an incident in 
which a boy pulls off Ayesha’s headscarf, Bilal decides to hide the fact that he is Muslim until an 
understanding teacher, who is also Muslim, gives him a biography of Bilal ibn Rabah, a black 
slave who became the very first muezzin because of his steadfastness in the face of religious 
persecution. Attractive watercolor illustrations emphasize the parallels between the persecution 
faced by Bilal ibn Rabah and that faced by the American boy. It ca n enhance discussions of 
cultural diversity and understanding. 

Muslim Child: Understanding Islam Through Stories and Poems. Rukhsana Khan 

http://tinyurl.com/y89klrk6
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ISBN-13: 978-0807553077 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ya6e2r9b 

Muslim Child presents aspects of the daily lives of Muslim youngsters in various locales, 
including Canada, the U.S., Nigeria, and Pakistan. The child’s-eye view substantially increases 
the likelihood that non-Muslim readers will be able to internalize and understand what the 
protagonists are feeling and thinking, even if the religious basis of those thoughts and emotions 
is unfamiliar. It is a collection of stories and poems about Islam from a child’s perspective. 

Our Journey From Syria to America. Three Sisters (Author), Rabbi Michael Feshbach 
(Afterword) 
ISBN: 978-1543083750 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/yc55l4r5 

During their country’s devastating civil war, a family with three daughters and one son was 
forced to leave their Syrian homeland and seek safety in Jordan. They were able to move to 
America as refugees in 2016. This story, told with simple language and drawings made by the 
three girls, explores their emotions as they start their new lives in the U.S. The book gives a 
unique perspective on the immigrant experience through the eyes of a child who has been 
through much in her young life but has abundant hope and appreciation for the future. 

A Party in Ramadan. Mobin-Uddin, Asma 
ISBN: 9781590786048 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ybsz9u96 

With lively pastel-and-pencil artwork, this warm picture book shows and tells the observance 
and meaning of Ramadan through the viewpoint of a Muslim child. Leena is happy to be invited 
to her friend’s birthday party, although it turns out that the event is on a day during Ramadan 
when Leena plans to fast with her family. She attends the party and has lots of fun, even though 
she does not eat or drink. It’s hard for her when everyone else eats chocolate cake, and a 
close-up picture shows her stress and exhaustion as she maintains her fast. 

A Refugee's Journey from Iraq (Leaving My Homeland). Ellen Rodger 
ISBN: 978-0778731573 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y852yh2c 

Zainab has never known peace in her homeland of Iraq. She and her family flee the country 
after her father is threatened by one of the many groups fighting against the government. 
Zainab's life is on hold as her family seeks safety in Jordan and, later, the United States. 
Interspersed with facts about Iraq and its people, this narrative tells a story common to many 
refugees fleeing the country. Readers will learn about the ongoing conflict in Iraq and how they 
can help refugees in their communities and around the world who are struggling to find 
permanent homes. 

A Refugee's Journey from Syria (Leaving My Homeland). Helen Mason 
ISBN: 978-0778731849 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/yblmszqh 

Five-year-old Rojs home is bombed during the civil war that has been raging in his homeland of 
Syria. He and his family are forced to flee the country secretly by boat, and they end up in a 

http://tinyurl.com/ya6e2r9b
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camp for refugees in Europe. Interspersed with facts about Syria and its people, this narrative 
tells a story common to many refugees fleeing the country. The book looks at the efforts being 
made around the world to assist the millions of refugees. Readers are encouraged to consider 
how they can help refugees in their communities and around the world. 

Sami and the Time of the Troubles. Florence Parry Heide, Judith Heide Gilliland 
ISBN-13: 978-0395720851 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y7fmmx85 

In this poignant and appealing story, a boy longs for peace in his war-torn Beirut, Lebanon. This 
book touches upon the manner in which childhood prevails for all. Given the circumstances the 
protagonist is living in, he still finds time to play with other children as soon as there is a small 
respite in the usual flow of violence. His family connections seem to make him clearly secure 
within his shaky existence. 

Stepping Stones: A Refugee Family's Journey (Arabic and English Edition). Margriet 
Ruurs  (Author), Falah Raheem (Translator), Nizar Badr (Artist) 
ISBN: 978-1459814905 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ycpn4ud4 

This unique picture book was inspired by the stone artwork of Syrian artist Nizar Ali Badr, 
discovered by chance by Canadian children’s writer Margriet Ruurs. The author was 
immediately impressed by the strong narrative quality of Mr. Badr’s work, and, using many of 
Mr. Badr’s already-created pieces, she set out to create a story about the Syrian refugee crisis. 
Stepping Stones tells the story of Rama and her family, who are forced to flee their once-
peaceful village to escape the ravages of the civil war raging ever closer to their home. With 
only what they can carry on their backs, Rama and her mother, father, grandfather and brother, 
Sami, set out to walk to freedom in Europe. Nizar Ali Badr’s stunning stone images illustrate the 
story. 

Teacup. Young, Rebecca 
ISBN: 978-0735227774 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y6u248p4 

A boy must leave his home and find another. He brings with him a teacup full of earth from the 
place where he grew up, and sets off to sea. Some days, the journey is peaceful, and the skies 
are cloudless and bright. Some days, storms threaten to overturn his boat. And some days, the 
smallest amount of hope grows into something glorious. At last, the boy finds land, but it doesn't 
feel complete . . . until another traveler joins him, bearing the seed to build a new home. 
  
With lyrical text and gorgeous artwork, this poignant picture book is perfect for discussing all of 
life’s toughest challenges—a big move, a divorce, long-distance separation, or even the current 
refugee crisis—in a way that’s reassuring and inspiring for children and adults alike. 

Traveling Man: The Journey of Ibn Battuta 1325-1354. James Rumford 
ISBN-10: 0618432337 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y8uybppb 

http://tinyurl.com/y7fmmx85
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James Rumford, himself a world traveler, has retold Ibn Battuta’s story in words and pictures, 
adding the element of ancient Arab maps—maps as colorful and evocative as a Persian 
miniature, as intricate and mysterious as a tiled Moroccan wall. Into this arabesque of pictures 
and maps is woven the story not just of a traveler in a world long gone but of a man on his 
journey through life. 

Zaki’s Ramadan Fast, El-Maslimany, Ann 
ISBN: 978-1884187087 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y72wettu 

This story glances at a day in the life of a little Muslim boy who is fasting for the first time. 
Though he is still not required to fast everyday for the month of Ramadan, his family gives him 
their support to achieve his goal of fasting one day. Even with that support, Zaki quickly learns 
that it takes effort. A great book to introduce children to fasting and setting goals. 

MIDDLE GRADE

19 Varieties of Gazelle: Poems of the Middle East. Nye, Naomi Shihab.  
ISBN 0060097655. 
Amazon.com link: http://tinyurl.com/ybdw9r2h 

“September 11 cast a huge shadow across the lives of so many innocent people and an 
ancient culture’s pride,” Nye tells the reader in the introduction of these sixty poems that tell 
about being Arab-American, about Jerusalem, the West bank, and her family. The poet 
encourages us to think and understand what it is to be Arabic, and to leap like the gazelle 
toward the horizon with the hope of peace spinning inside us. 

Ayat Jamilah: Beautiful Signs: A Treasury of Islamic Wisdom for Children and Parents. 
Sarah Conover, Freda Crane, and Valerie Wahl.  
ISBN:978-0910055949 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y7usgepn 

Unlike any other collection of Islamic stories, Beautiful Signs gathers traditional stories from the 
farthest reaches of the Muslim world, which stretches from Morocco in the west to Indonesia in 
the east, and from China in the north to Tanzania in the south. This unique anthology, with its 
rich and thorough explanatory notes, will be invaluable to anyone wishing to understand, or to 
teach, geography, world history, or world religions. It will also be treasured by Muslim families 
and by all parents committed to broadening the lives and values of their children and 
themselves. 

The Girl in the Tangerine Scarf: A Novel. Mohja Kahf 
ISBN: 978-0786715190 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ycc46hfd 

Syrian immigrant Khadra Shamy is growing up in a devout, tightly knit Muslim family in 1970s 
Indiana, at the crossroads of bad polyester and Islamic dress codes. Along with her brother 
Eyad and her African-American friends, Hakim and Hanifa, she bikes the Indianapolis streets 
exploring the fault-lines between “Muslim” and “American.” 

http://tinyurl.com/y72wettu
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When her picture-perfect marriage goes sour, Khadra flees to Syria and learns how to pray 
again. On returning to America she works in an eastern state — taking care to stay away from 
Indiana, where the murder of her friend Tayiba's sister by Klan violence years before still haunts 
her. But when her job sends her to cover a national Islamic conference in Indianapolis, she's 
back on familiar ground: Attending a concert by her brother's interfaith band The Clash of 
Civilizations, dodging questions from the “aunties” and “uncles,” and running into the recently 
divorced Hakim everywhere. 

Beautifully written and featuring an exuberant cast of characters, The Girl in the Tangerine Scarf 
charts the spiritual and social landscape of Muslims in middle America, from five daily prayers to 
the Indy 500 car race. It is a riveting debut from an important new voice. 

Middle East (Kingfisher Knowledge). Philip Steele 
ISBN-13: 9780753459843KFK 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y7k5cjb5 

Middle East takes an in-depth look at the peoples and places of this diverse and fascinating 
region- from the cradle of civilization to the powerful countries that play a central role in today’s 
global economy and politics. Find out where different religions began and how they have 
shaped countries and cultures. Discover ancient trading routes, incredible monuments, and 
modern capitals. Learn about cooperation and conflicts, oil and resources, and religion and art-
as well as recent disputes and hopes for the future. 

Refugee. Alan Gratz 
ISBN: 978-0545880831 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/yazpywpx 

JOSEF is a Jewish boy living in 1930s Nazi Germany. With the threat of concentration camps 
looming, he and his family board a ship bound for the other side of the world . . . 

ISABEL is a Cuban girl in 1994. With riots and unrest plaguing her country, she and her family 
set out on a raft, hoping to find safety in America . . . 

MAHMOUD is a Syrian boy in 2015. With his homeland torn apart by violence and destruction, 
he and his family begin a long trek toward Europe . . . 

All three kids go on harrowing journeys in search of refuge. All will face unimaginable dangers -- 
from drownings to bombings to betrayals. But there is always the hope of tomorrow. And 
although Josef, Isabel, and Mahmoud are separated by continents and decades, shocking 
connections will tie their stories together in the end. 

This action-packed novel tackles topics both timely and timeless: courage, survival, and the 
quest for home. 

The Shadows of Ghadames. Stolz, Joelle. Translated from the French by Catherine Temerson 
ISBN 0-385-73104-3 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y9sjrxn5 

In the Libyan city of Ghadames at the end of the nineteenth century, Malika is dreading her 
twelfth birthday. That is the time when, according to her family’s Berber customs, she will be 
close to marriageable age and confined to the world of women. In Ghadames that means 

http://tinyurl.com/yazpywpx
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restriction to the rooftops. Malika longs to live beyond the segregated city and travel, like her 
father, a trader. But the wider world comes to Malika after her father’s two wives agree to harbor, 
in secret, a wounded stranger. This is a story of an outsider who unsettles a household and 
helps a young person to grow. 

Tasting the Sky: A Palestinian Childhood. Ibtisam Barakat 
ISBN-13: 978-0374357337 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/yddxyv7e 

In this groundbreaking memoir set in Ramallah after the 1967 Six-Day War, Ibtisam captures 
what it is like to be a child whose world is shattered by war. With candor and courage, she 
stitches together memories of her childhood: fear and confusion as bombs explode near her 
home and she is separated from her family; the harshness of life as a Palestinian refugee; her 
unexpected joy when she discovers Alef, the first letter of the Arabic alphabet. 

YOUNG ADULT/NEW ADULT

The American Muslim Teenager's Handbook. Dilara Hafiz and Imran Hafiz 
ISBN: 978-1416985785 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ycpn83nh 

How do you reconcile being a teenager in America with being a Muslim? It’s not as difficult as 
you think! The American Muslim Teenager’s Handbook is a positive, fun, informative guide to 
being a Muslim teenager in America today. Covering everything from basic Islamic history and 
reading the Quran to drinking and dating, and filled with thoughts and opinions from Muslim 
teenagers across the country, this is an indispensable primer, for Muslims and non-Muslims 
alike, to learning about and finding one’s place in American Islamic culture. 

The Complete Persepolis. Marjane Satrapi 
ISBN: 978-0375714832 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y8gqukbw 

Persepolis is the story of Satrapi's unforgettable childhood and coming of age within a large and 
loving family in Tehran during the Islamic Revolution; of the contradictions between private life 
and public life in a country plagued by political upheaval; of her high school years in Vienna 
facing the trials of adolescence far from her family; of her homecoming--both sweet and terrible; 
and, finally, of her self-imposed exile from her beloved homeland. It is the chronicle of a girlhood 
and adolescence at once outrageous and familiar, a young life entwined with the history of her 
country yet filled with the universal trials and joys of growing up. 

Does My Head Look Big In This?. Randa Abdel-fattah 
ISBN: 978-0439922333 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/yazcdcht 

Sixteen-year-old Amal makes the decision to start wearing the hijab full-time and everyone has 
a reaction. Her parents, her teachers, her friends, people on the street. But she stands by her 
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decision to embrace her faith and all that it is, even if it does make her a little different from 
everyone else. 

Can she handle the taunts of "towel head," the prejudice of her classmates, and still attract the 
cutest boy in school? Brilliantly funny and poignant, Randa Abdel-Fattah's debut novel will strike 
a chord in all teenage readers, no matter what their beliefs. 

A Map of Home: A Novel. Randa Jarrar 
ISBN: 978-0143116264 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ychv26bw 

In this fresh, funny, and fearless debut novel, Randa Jarrar chronicles the coming-of-age of 
Nidali, one of the most unique and irrepressible narrators in contemporary fiction. Born in 1970s 
Boston to an Egyptian-Greek mother and a Palestinian father, the rebellious Nidali—whose 
name is a feminization of the word “struggle”—soon moves to a very different life in Kuwait. 
There the family leads a mildly eccentric middle-class existence until the Iraqi invasion drives 
them first to Egypt and then to Texas.  

This critically acclaimed debut novel is set to capture the hearts of everyone who has ever 
wondered what their own map of home might look like. 

Skunk Girl. Sheba Karim 
ISBN: 978-0374370114 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y9z9qlaz 

f Nina Khan were to rate herself on the unofficial Pakistani prestige point system – the one she's 
sure all the aunties and uncles use to determine the most attractive marriage prospects for their 
children – her scoring might go something like this:  

+2 points for getting excellent grades  
–3 points for failing to live up to expectations set by genius older sister  
+4 points for dutifully obeying parents and never, ever going to parties, no matter how antisocial 
that makes her seem to everyone at Deer Hook High  
–1 point for harboring secret jealousy of her best friends, who are allowed to date like normal 
teenagers  
+2 points for never drinking an alcoholic beverage  
–10 points for obsessing about Asher Richelli, who talks to Nina like she's not a freak at all, 
even though he knows that she has a disturbing line of hair running down her back 

In this wryly funny debut novel, the smart, sassy, and utterly lovable Nina Khan tackles friends, 
family, and love, and learns that it's possible to embrace two very different cultures – even if 
things can get a little bit, well, hairy. 

http://tinyurl.com/ychv26bw
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Afghanistan and Pakistan 

EARLY CHILDHOOD

Golden Domes and Silver Lanterns: A Muslim Book of Colors. Hena Khan
ISBN: 978-1452141213
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y9ga429t

With breathtaking illustrations and informative text, Golden Domes and Silver Lanterns 
magnificently captures the world of Islam, celebrating its beauty and traditions for even the 
youngest readers. Sure to inspire questions and observations about world religions and 
cultures, this entrancing volume is equally at home in the classroom as it is being read to a child 
on a parent's lap.

I See the Sun in Afghanistan. Dedie King (Author), Judith Inglese (Illustrator), Mohd Vahidi 
(Translator)
ISBN: 978-0981872087
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y7v9hlxq

Through the eyes of a child, I See the Sun in Afghanistan portrays a culture that emphasizes 
patriarchal family, love of country and fierce loyalty to family and tribe. Although the story takes 
place against the backdrop of war, it is not political, but a simple story about one day in the life 
of a young girl. After waking before dawn, Habiba and her sister go out to fetch water. Following 
a breakfast of khojur, she tags along with her brother and father as they bring the sheep to 
pasture. She goes to school outside with other girls; the boys attend school later in the day. Her 
family is preparing for cousins and an aunt and uncle to move in with them and Habiba wonders 
how everyone will fit into their small home. A country overview and glossary is included for 

http://tinyurl.com/y9ga429t
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parents and teachers who want to go beyond the story and talk more about Afghanistan and 
why it is important. In English and Afghan Farsi. For ages 5 and up.

The Sky of Afghanistan. Ana Eulate (Author), Sonja Wimmer (Illustrator), Jon Brokenbrow 
(Translator)
ISBN: 978-8415503040
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y7mcf58a

This Afghan girl doesn’t stop dreaming and her dreams flies towards all the regions, entering 
homes, families and hearts. 

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Malala, a Brave Girl from Pakistan/Iqbal, a Brave Boy from Pakistan: Two Stories of 
Bravery. Jeanette Winter 
ISBN: 978-1481422949 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/yaqztucz 

One country: Pakistan. Two children: Iqbal Masih and Malala Yousafzai. Each was unafraid to 
speak out. He, against inhumane child slavery in the carpet trade. She, for the right of girls to 
attend school. Both were shot by those who disagreed with them—he in 1995, she in 2012. 
Iqbal was killed instantly; Malala miraculously survived and continues to speak out around the 
world. She was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 2014 for her work. 

The stories of these two courageous children whose bravery transcended their youth, beautifully 
written and illustrated by celebrated author Jeanette Winter, are an inspiration to all. 

Muslim Child: Understanding Islam Through Stories and Poems. Rukhsana Khan 
ISBN: 978-0807553077 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ya6e2r9b 

Muslim Child presents aspects of the daily lives of Muslim youngsters in various locales, 
including Canada, the U.S., Nigeria, and Pakistan. The child’s-eye view substantially increases 
the likelihood that non-Muslim readers will be able to internalize and understand what the 
protagonists are feeling and thinking, even if the religious basis of those thoughts and emotions 
is unfamiliar. It is a collection of stories and poems about Islam from a child’s perspective. 

My Librarian Is a Camel: How Books Are Brought to Children Around the World. Margriet 
Ruurs 
ISBN: 978-1590780930 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ybxy745j 

Do you get books from a public library in your town or even in your school library? In many 
remote areas of the world, there are no library buildings. In many countries, books are delivered 
in unusual way: by bus, boat, elephant, donkey, train, even by wheelbarrow. Why would 
librarians go to the trouble of packing books on the backs of elephants or driving miles to deliver 
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books by bus? Because, as one librarian in Azerbaijan says, "Books are as important to us as 
air or water!" This is the intriguing photo essay, a celebration of books, readers, and libraries. 

Nasreen's Secret School: A True Story from Afghanistan. Jeanette Winter 
ISBN: 978-1416994374 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/yb9l6ghv 

Young Nasreen has not spoken a word to anyone since her parents disappeared.  

In despair, her grandmother risks everything to enroll Nasreen in a secret school for girls. Will a 
devoted teacher, a new friend, and the worlds she discovers in books be enough to draw 
Nasreen out of her shell of sadness?  

Based on a true story from Afghanistan, this inspiring book will touch readers deeply as it affirms 
both the life-changing power of education and the healing power of love. 

A Refugee's Journey from Afghanistan (Leaving My Homeland). Helen Mason. 
ISBN: 978-0778731290 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ybhb2oex 

Sonita was born in a refugee camp in Pakistan after her family fled Afghanistan during the war 
in the early 2000s. Unwelcome in Pakistan, her family returns to Afghanistan, where Sonita and 
her family face new challenges. Interspersed with facts about Afghanistan and its people, this 
narrative tells a story common to many refugees fleeing the country. Readers will learn about 
the decades of conflict in Afghanistan and how they can help refugees in their communities and 
around the world who are struggling to find permanent homes. 

Roses in My Carpet. Khan, Rukhsana 
ISBN-13: 978-1550050691 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y7qz7uwn 

This story follows a day in the life of a young Afghani refugee who takes solace in the beautiful 
carpets he weaves. In a recurring nightmare, the boy narrator flees with his mother and younger 
sister, Maha, from the bo mber planes that killed his father, then awakes to find himself in a safe 
but impoverished camp. At dawn, a muezzin calls him to prayer; he then attends school, 
followed by another call to prayer and finally goes off to his long-awaited practice of carpet 
weaving. For him, weaving is a skill that ensures “my family will never go hungry” and an outlet 
that allows him to create a world of color and beauty. When Maha is injured by a truck, the boy 
must set aside his weaving to come to his family’s aid. 

MIDDLE GRADE

Wanting Mor. Khan, Rukhsana 
ISBN: 978-0888998620 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/yc8878zz 
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Wanting Mor is about a girl named Jameela, living in post Taliban Afghanistan, whose mother 
dies during the war. Her father gets remarried, but her stepmother doesn’t want her so her 
father takes her to the marketplace and leaves her there. Based on a true story about a girl who 
ended up in one of the orphanages Rukhsana sponsors in Afghanistan through the royalties of 
her book The Roses in My Carpets. 

The Breadwinner. Ellis, Deborah 
ISBN 0-88899-419-2 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ybl8dyj6 

Since the Taliban took over Afghanistan, 11-year-old Parvana has rarely been outdoors. Barred 
from attending school, shopping at the market, or even playing in the streets of Kabul, the 
heroine of Deborah Ellis’s engrossing children’s novel The Breadwinner is trapped inside her 
family’s one-room home. That is, until the Taliban haul away her father and Parvana realizes 
that it’s up to her to become the “breadwinner” and disguise herself as a boy to support her 
mother, two sisters, and baby brother. 

YOUNG ADULT/NEW ADULT

Beneath My Mother’s Feet. Amjed Qamar 
ISBN: 978-1416947288 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/yabpmhbf 

“Our lives will always be in the hands of our mothers, whether we like it or not.” Nazia doesn’t 
mind when her friends tease and call her a good beti, a dutiful daughter. Growing up in a 
working-class family in Karachi, Pakistan, Nazia knows that obedience is the least she can give 
to her mother, who has spen t years saving and preparing for her dowry. But every daughter 
must grow up, and for fourteen-year-old Nazia that day arrives suddenly when her father gets 
into an accident at work, and her family finds themselves without money for rent or food. Being 
the beti that she is, Nazia drops out of school to help her mother clean houses, all the while 
wondering when she managed to lose control of her life that had been full of friends and school. 
As Nazia finds herself growing up much too quickly, the lessons of hardship that seem 
unbearable turn out to be a lot more liberating than she ever imagined. 

The Secret Sky. Atia Abawi 
ISBN: 978-0142424063 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y8qkeetw 

Fatima is a Hazara girl, raised to be obedient and dutiful. Samiullah is a Pashtun boy raised to 
defend the traditions of his tribe. They were not meant to fall in love. But they do. And the story 
that follows shows both the beauty and the violence in current-day Afghanistan as Fatima and 
Samiullah fight their families, their cultures and the Taliban to stay together. Based on the 
people Atia Abawi met and the events she covered during her nearly five years in Afghanistan, 
this stunning novel is a must-read for anyone who has lived during America's War in 
Afghanistan. 

Written in the Stars. Aisha Saeed 
ISBN: 978-0147513939 

http://tinyurl.com/ybl8dyj6
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Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/yd3ncvbz 

Naila’s conservative immigrant parents have always said the same thing: She may choose what 
to study, how to wear her hair, and what to be when she grows up—but they will choose her 
husband. Following their cultural tradition, they will plan an arranged marriage for her. And until 
then, dating—even friendship with a boy—is forbidden. When Naila breaks their rule by falling in 
love with Saif, her parents are livid. Convinced she has forgotten who she truly is, they travel to 
Pakistan to visit relatives and explore their roots. But Naila’s vacation turns into a nightmare 
when she learns that plans have changed—her parents have found her a husband and they 
want her to marry him, now! Despite her greatest efforts, Naila is aghast to find herself cut off 
from everything and everyone she once knew. Her only hope of escape is Saif . . . if he can find 
her before it’s too late. 

http://tinyurl.com/yd3ncvbz


Spanish-Speaking Countries and Culture 

EARLY CHILDHOOD

Counting With / Contando Con Frida. Patty Rodriguez and Ariana Stein 
ISBN: 978-1495126567 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y8x6x9ea 

Introduce your baby to the life of one of Mexico's most iconic painters, Frida Kahlo, in English 
and Spanish. Lil' Libros' colorful and cultural books will inspire parents to read to their child at 
the earliest age. Lil' Libros baby board books uses a simple one word/one image per page 
format to introduce the littlest readers to first concepts such as numbers, colors, and body parts. 
Lil' Libros also introduces children to Latin American culture, history, and traditions! 

A Mango in the Hand: A Story Told Through Proverbs.  Antonio Sacre (Author), Sebastia 
Serra (Illustrator) 
ISBN: 978-0810997349 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ydyudn6p 

Francisco is finally old enough to journey to the mango grove all by himself to gather the 
mangoes for a special dinner. But bees swarm the fruit, and Francisco has trouble picking them 
from the tree. He returns to his father several times, and each time his father shares a different 
proverb to inspire Francisco to continue trying. "Querer es poder. Where there's a will, there's a 
way!" Finally, Francisco is able to gather some mangoes, and on his way home he stops to visit 
his uncle, grandmother, and aunt. Francisco shares his mangoes with them, and by the time he 
gets home he no longer has any! "Es mejor dar que recibir. Sometimes it's better to give than to 
receive." 

Round Is a Tortilla: A Book of Shapes. Roseanne Thong (Author), John Parra (Illustrator) 

http://tinyurl.com/y8x6x9ea
http://tinyurl.com/ydyudn6p


ISBN: 978-1452145686 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y9yhsl9q 

In this lively picture book, children discover shapes all around them: rectangles are ice-cream 
carts and stone metates, while triangles are slices of watermelon and quesadillas. Many of the 
featured objects are Latino in origin, and all are universal in appeal. With rich illustrations, a fun-
to-read rhyming text, and an informative glossary, this playful concept book will reinforce the 
shapes found in every child's day! 

What Can You Do with a Paleta / ¿Qué Puedes Hacer con una Paleta? Carmen Tafolla  
(Author), Magaly Morales (Illustrator) 
ISBN: 978-0385755375 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ydxn635t 

As she strolls through her barrio, a young girl introduces readers to the frozen, fruit-flavored 
treat that thrills Mexican and Mexican-American children. 
  
In this bilingual paperback edition, discover the joys of a paleta—the traditional Mexican 
popsicle treat sold from the wagon with the tinkly bell that brings children running from every 
direction. Create a masterpiece, make tough choices (strawberry or coconut?), or cool off on a 
warm summer’s day—there’s so much to do with a paleta. 

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Charro/The Mexican Cowboy. Ancona, George 
ISBN: 9780152010461 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ydghfo7j 

Charro is the Mexican term for horseman, but for a Mexican a charro is much more than a 
cowboy. A skilled rider of horses and bulls and bucking broncos, an artist with a lariat, and a 
model of gentlemanly dress and behavior, the charro is also a living symbol of Mexico’s patriotic 
past. In the rodeo-like sport called la charrería, male charros and female charras, children and 
adults, show off their skill and daring. But more than that they are showing off their pride in their 
country--because to be a charro is to be a Mexican. 

Diego. Jonah Winter (Author), and Jeanette Winter (Illustrator) 
ISBN: 9780679856177 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y847qp72 

This story of Diego Rivera, the greatest muralist of Mexico--and of the world--is told in Spanish 
and English. Vibrant miniature paintings convey the sense of adventure and magic that marked 
Rivera's early years. And the story shows how his passion for painting and love for his country 
combined to make a powerful art celebrating the Mexican people. 

Good-bye, Havana! Hola, New York! Edie Colon (Author), Raúl Colón (Illustrator) 
ISBN: 978-1442406742 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/yan49hb5 

http://tinyurl.com/y9yhsl9q
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When five year old Gabriella hears talk of Castro and something called revolution in her home in 
Cuba, she doesn't understand. Then when her parents leave suddenly and she remains with her 
grandparents, life isn't the same. Soon the day comes when she goes to live with her parents in 
a new place called the Bronx. It isn't warm like Havana, and there is traffic not the ocean outside 
her window. Their life is different- it snows in the winter and the food at school is hot dogs and 
macaroni. What will it take for the Bronx to feel like home? 

Guatemala ABCs: A Book About the People and Places of Guatemala (Country ABCs).  
Marcie Aboff 
ISBN: 978-1404819184 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y94mk25h 

An alphabetical exploration of the people, geography, animals, plants, history, and culture of 
Guatemala. 

A Refugee's Journey From Guatamala. Heather Hudak 
ISBN: 978-0778736790 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ybjyv9zm 

Martinezs life in Guatemala is turned upside down when gangs harm and threaten the people in 
his neighborhood. He must leave his friends and two dogs behind when he and his family are 
smuggled to a refugee camp in Mexico, where thousands of families escaping violence hope to 
find safety. Interspersed with facts about Guatemala and its people, this narrative tells a story 
common to many refugees fleeing the country. Readers will learn about gangs there and how 
they can help refugees in their communities and around the world who are struggling to find 
permanent homes. 

MIDDLE GRADE

The Diving Bell. Strasser, Todd 
ISBN: 9780590430456 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ycmv8b6l 

Culca longs to dive like her brother Tulone, but girls on her native island take care of the men. 
The divers are essential to the survival of the village as the pearls and shells they gather are 
used for trading. All is not well, however, as Spanish conquistadors want only gold from the New 
World. When ships full of it sink in a storm, the divers are taken to recover the treasure, and 
Culca uses her nimble wits and unflagging bravery to save her brother's life. Female roles and 
Spanish colonial exploitation of land and people are the themes of this brief account. The dual 
role of the church is shown through the contrast of a humble, sincere friar and the ostentatious 
church of the bishop. 

Jade and Iron: Latin American Tales from Two Cultures. Patricia Aldana (Editor), Luis Garay 
(Illustrator), Hugh Hazelton (Translator) 
ISBN: 978-0888992567 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y8o532u7 

http://tinyurl.com/y94mk25h
http://tinyurl.com/ybjyv9zm
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Subtitled, "Latin American Tales from Two Cultures" this anthology is guaranteed to captivate 
young minds. Part One contains mythic tales from the native inhabitants explaining how the 
world came to be. There are warriors and princesses who turn into towering volcanoes, an 
opossum who steals fire for mankind, and a giant worm who drinks a river so people can find 
fish. Part Two contains stories from the Europeans who came to the New World and is about 
people's relationships with each other and with nature. There's a mysterious woman magician 
who escapes from jail on a flying boat, horses the color of rainbows, and a jungle creature who 
enchants a young girl.  

The Only Road.  Alexandra Diaz 
ISBN: 978-1481457507 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y7huln2b 

Twelve-year-old Jaime makes the treacherous and life-changing journey from his home in 
Guatemala to live with his older brother in the United States in this gripping and realistic middle 
grade novel. 

Jaime is sitting on his bed drawing when he hears a scream. Instantly, he knows: Miguel, his 
cousin and best friend, is dead. 

Everyone in Jaime’s small town in Guatemala knows someone who has been killed by the 
Alphas, a powerful gang that’s known for violence and drug trafficking. Anyone who refuses to 
work for them is hurt or killed—like Miguel. With Miguel gone, Jaime fears that he is next. 
There’s only one choice: accompanied by his cousin Ángela, Jaime must flee his home to live 
with his older brother in New Mexico. 

Inspired by true events, The Only Road is an individual story of a boy who feels that leaving his 
home and risking everything is his only chance for a better life. It is a story of fear and bravery, 
love and loss, strangers becoming family, and one boy’s treacherous and life-changing journey. 

Refugee. Alan Gratz 
ISBN: 978-0545880831 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/yazpywpx 

JOSEF is a Jewish boy living in 1930s Nazi Germany. With the threat of concentration camps 
looming, he and his family board a ship bound for the other side of the world . . . 

ISABEL is a Cuban girl in 1994. With riots and unrest plaguing her country, she and her family 
set out on a raft, hoping to find safety in America . . . 

MAHMOUD is a Syrian boy in 2015. With his homeland torn apart by violence and destruction, 
he and his family begin a long trek toward Europe . . . 

All three kids go on harrowing journeys in search of refuge. All will face unimaginable dangers -- 
from drownings to bombings to betrayals. But there is always the hope of tomorrow. And 
although Josef, Isabel, and Mahmoud are separated by continents and decades, shocking 
connections will tie their stories together in the end. 

This action-packed novel tackles topics both timely and timeless: courage, survival, and the 
quest for home. 

http://tinyurl.com/y7huln2b
http://tinyurl.com/yazpywpx


YOUNG ADULT/NEW ADULT

Cuba 15. Nancy Osa 
ISBN: 978-0385732338 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y9fwsbqm 

Violet Paz has just turned fifteen, a pivotal birthday in the eyes of her Cuban grandmother. 
Fifteen is the age when a girl enters womanhood, traditionally celebrating the occasion with a 
quinceañero. 

But while Violet is half Cuban, she’s also half Polish, and more importantly, she feels 100% 
American. Except for her zany family’s passion for playing dominoes, smoking cigars, and 
dancing to Latin music, Violet knows little about Cuban culture, nada about quinces, and only 
tidbits about the history of Cuba. 

So when Violet begrudgingly accepts Abuela’s plans for a quinceañero–and as she begins to 
ask questions about her Cuban roots–cultures and feelings collide. The mere mention of Cuba 
and Fidel Castro elicits her grandparents’sadness and her father’s anger. Only Violet’s aunt Luz 
remains open-minded. 

With so many divergent views, it’s not easy to know what to believe. All Violet knows is that 
she’s got to form her own opinions, even if this jolts her family into unwanted confrontations. 
After all, a quince girl is supposed to embrace responsibility–and to Violet that includes 
understanding the Cuban heritage that binds her to a homeland she’s never seen. 

Enchanted Air: Two Cultures, Two Wings: A Memoir. Margarita Engle 
ISBN: 978-1481435239 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ybuh58bt 

In this poetic memoir, which won the Pura Belpré Author Award, was a YALSA Nonfiction 
Finalist, and was named a Walter Dean Myers Award Honoree, acclaimed author Margarita 
Engle tells of growing up as a child of two cultures during the Cold War. 

Margarita is a girl from two worlds. Her heart lies in Cuba, her mother’s tropical island country, a 
place so lush with vibrant life that it seems like a fairy tale kingdom. But most of the time she 
lives in Los Angeles, lonely in the noisy city and dreaming of the summers when she can take a 
plane through the enchanted air to her beloved island. Words and images are her constant 
companions, friendly and comforting when the children at school are not. 

Then a revolution breaks out in Cuba. Margarita fears for her far-away family. When the hostility 
between Cuba and the United States erupts at the Bay of Pigs Invasion, Margarita’s worlds 
collide in the worst way possible. How can the two countries she loves hate each other so 
much? And will she ever get to visit her beautiful island again? 

The Surrender Tree: Poems of Cuba's Struggle for Freedom. Margarita Engle 
ISBN: 978-0312608712 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/yavohd2e 

http://tinyurl.com/y9fwsbqm
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It is 1896. Cuba has fought three wars for independence and still is not free. People have been 
rounded up in reconcentration camps with too little food and too much illness. Rosa is a nurse, 
but she dares not go to the camps. So she turns hidden caves into hospitals for those who know 
how to find her. 

Black, white, Cuban, Spanish―Rosa does her best for everyone. Yet who can heal a country so 
torn apart by war? Acclaimed poet Margarita Engle has created another breathtaking portrait of 
Cuba. 



Other Countries and Cultures 

EARLY CHILDHOOD

A Is for Africa. Ifeoma Onyefulu 
ISBN: 978-0140562224 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ybmlz7ze 

From A to Z, stunning color photographs depict everyday life in Nigeria, where the author-
photographer grew up—but the images pictured also represent the rich diversity of Africa, and 
the warm family ties and traditional village life found throughout this vast colorful continent. 

Chinese and English Nursery Rhymes: Share and Sing in Two Languages. Faye-Lynn Wu  
(Author), Kieren Dutcher  (Illustrator) 
ISBN: 978-0804840941 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y8zw5wwg 

As Mother Goose has known for centuries, rhyme and rhythm are fun! And what could be a 
more enjoyable way for children and their parents to learn about different cultures and 
languages than through familiar rhymes and songs? 

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Africa Is Not A Country. Margy Burns Knight (Author), Anne Sibley O'Brien (Illustrator) 
ISBN: 978-0761316473 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ycydneoo 

Demonstrates the diversity of the African continent by describing daily life in some of its fifty-
three nations. 

My Name Is Sangoel. Karen Williams (Author), Khadra Mohammed (Author), Catherine Stock 
(Illustrator) 

http://tinyurl.com/ybmlz7ze
http://tinyurl.com/y8zw5wwg
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ISBN: 978-0802853073 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/yc5ahb9f 

Sangoel is a refugee. Leaving behind his homeland of Sudan, where his father died in the war, 
he has little to call his own other than his name, a Dinka name handed down proudly from his 
father and grandfather before him.  

When Sangoel and his mother and sister arrive in the United States, everything seems very 
strange and unlike home. In this busy, noisy place, with its escalators and television sets and 
traffic and snow, Sangoel quietly endures the fact that no one is able to pronounce his name. 
Lonely and homesick, he finally comes up with an ingenious solution to this problem, and in the 
process he at last begins to feel at home. 

The Name Jar. Yangsook Choi 
ISBN: 978-0440417996 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y872r63q 

Being the new kid in school is hard enough, but what about when nobody can pronounce your 
name? Having just moved from Korea, Unhei is anxious that American kids will like her. So 
instead of introducing herself on the first day of school, she tells the class that she will choose a 
name by the following week. Her new classmates are fascinated by this no-name girl and 
decide to help out by filling a glass jar with names for her to pick from. But while Unhei practices 
being a Suzy, Laura, or Amanda, one of her classmates comes to her neighborhood and 
discovers her real name and its special meaning. On the day of her name choosing, the name 
jar has mysteriously disappeared. Encouraged by her new friends, Unhei chooses her own 
Korean name and helps everyone pronounce it—Yoon-Hey. 

A Refugee's Journey from the Democratic Republic of the Congo (Leaving My 
Homeland). Ellen Rodger 
ISBN: 978-0778731566 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/yaypd39z 

Eight-year-old Etienne and his family live in The Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). 
Kidnapped by a rebel army and forced to be a child soldier, Etienne finally escapes and is sent 
to a camp for freed child soldiers. He is reunited with his family who then flee the country, 
arriving as refugees in Canada. Interspersed with facts about the DRC and its people, this 
narrative tells a story common to many refugees fleeing the country. Readers will learn about 
the experiences of child soldiers and how they can help refugees in their communities and 
around the world who are struggling to find permanent homes. 

MIDDLE GRADE

Ancient and Epic Tales: From Around the World. Heather Forest 
ISBN: 978-1939160874 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y9ndb8d2 

This multicultural anthology presents pivotal episodes from epic tales such as Gilgamesh, 
Beowulf, the Odyssey, the Ramayana, and more. The collection illuminates large-scale 
narratives that were passed on and preserved through the oral tradition long before being 

http://tinyurl.com/yc5ahb9f
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captured in written form by early scribes. With the publication of Ancient and Epic Tales, Heather 
completes her long awaited trilogy of Tales From Around the World including Wonder Tales and 
Wisdom Tales. These epic narratives remain relevant today as they provide insights into the 
complexity of human relationships and the intimate, personal journey of anyone seeking to 
understand the meaning of life. This collection of timeless stories includes Norse legends, 
Greek myths, Japanese folktales, Persian stories, Irish Ballads and Chinese lore. Offering a 
global overview, this anthology of concise retellings also provides endnotes with cultural and 
historical background to inspire readers' further inquiry into these enduring tales. 

Democratic Republic of the Congo (Countries of the World). Nina Kushner 
ISBN: 978-0836823301 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ycbr8wmv 

The Red Pencil. Andrea Davis Pinkney  (Author), Shane W. Evans (Illustrator) 
ISBN: 978-0316247825 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y8aklbjm 

The powerful story of one girl's triumphant journey, inspired by true tales of life in Sudan -- now 
in paperback. 

Life in Amira's peaceful Sudanese village is shattered when Janjaweed attackers arrive, 
unleashing unspeakable horrors. After losing nearly everything, Amira needs to find the strength 
to make the long journey on foot to safety at a refugee camp. She begins to lose hope, until the 
gift of a simple red pencil opens her mind -- and all kinds of possibilities. 

Where the Mountain Meets the Moon. Grace Lin 
ISBN: 978-0316038638 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y6vyud3r 

In the valley of Fruitless mountain, a young girl named Minli lives in a ramshackle hut with her 
parents. In the evenings, her father regales her with old folktales of the Jade Dragon and the 
Old Man on the Moon, who knows the answers to all of life's questions. Inspired by these 
stories, Minli sets off on an extraordinary journey to find the Old Man on the Moon to ask him 
how she can change her family's fortune. She encounters an assorted cast of characters and 
magical creatures along the way, including a dragon who accompanies her on her quest for the 
ultimate answer.  

YOUNG ADULT/NEW ADULT

Green Card Youth Voices: Immigration Stories from a Minneapolis High School. Green 
Card Voices 
ISBN: 978-0997496000 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ya72fz3o 

A unique collection of thirty personal essays written by students from Wellstone International 
High School. Coming from thirteen different countries, these young people share stories of 
family, school, change, and dreams. The broad range of experiences and the honesty with 
which they tell their stories are captured here with inspiring clarity. Although their reasons for 
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immigrating are vast, a common thread unites them; despite tremendous tribulation, these 
young people continue to work toward the futures of which they dream. 

Little Boys Come from the Stars. Emmanuel Dongala 
ISBN: 978-0385721226 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/yaxd8bt8 

Set in an unnamed country in equatorial Africa, it tells the story of Michel, a precocious teen 
dubbed Matapari (“trouble”) because of his extraordinary birth. Though his father is a reclusive 
scholar, his mother a pious though confused Catholic, and his uncle a shameless opportunist 
determined to gain power in the shifting politics of their post-colonial nation, Matapari remains 
an unsullied child who wears Reeboks, drinks Coke, reads Japanese comics, and watches 
Rambo. But when his family becomes the nucleus of the revolution for democracy, Matapari 
proves to be the ideal narrator for this story of violent upheaval and bloody corruption–a voice 
whose ironic innocence makes bearable and even humorous the awful realities of the world it 
describes. 

Purple Hibiscus: A Novel. Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie 
ISBN: 978-1616202415 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y8k4uhq6 

Fifteen-year-old Kambili and her older brother Jaja lead a privileged life in Enugu, Nigeria. They 
live in beautiful house, with a caring family, and attend an exclusive missionary school. They're 
completely shielded from the troubles of the world. Yet, as Kambili reveals in her tender-voiced 
account, things are less perfect than they appear. Although her Papa is generous and well 
respected, he is fanatically religious and tyrannical at home-a home that is silent and 
suffocating. As the country begins to fall apart under a military coup, Kambili and Jaja are sent 
to their aunt, a university professor outside the city, where they discover a life beyond the 
confines of their father's authority. Books cram the shelves, curry and nutmeg permeate the air, 
and their cousins' laughter rings throughout the house. When they return home, tensions within 
the family escalate, and Kambili must find the strength to keep her loved ones together. 

http://tinyurl.com/yaxd8bt8
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The Refugee Experience in Literature 

EARLY CHILDHOOD

I'm New Here. Sibley O'Brien, Anne 
ISBN: 978-1580896122 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/yc7yw8ro 

Three students are immigrants from Guatemala, Korea, and Somalia and have trouble 
speaking, writing, and sharing ideas in English in their new American elementary school. 
Through self-determination and with encouragement from their peers and teachers, the students 
learn to feel confident and comfortable in their new school without losing a sense of their home 
country, language, and identity. 

We Came To America. Faith Ringgold 
ISBN: 978-0517709474 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y7dkb4ny 

From the Native Americans who first called this land their home, to the millions of people who 
have flocked to its shores ever since, America is a country rich in diversity. Some of our 
ancestors were driven by dreams and hope. Others came in chains, or were escaping poverty 
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or persecution. No matter what brought them here, each person embodied a unique gift—their 
art and music, their determination and grit, their stories and their culture. And together they 
forever shaped the country we all call home. Vividly expressed in Faith Ringgold’s sumptuous 
colors and patterns, We Came to America is an ode to every American who came before us, 
and a tribute to each child who will carry its proud message of diversity into our nation’s future.  

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Alfredito Flies Home. Jorge Argueta (Author), Luis Garay (Illustrator) 
ISBN: 978-0888995858 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y7ah723y 

Alfredito and his family are getting ready to return to El Salvador for Christmas. It will be their 
first visit back since they left as refugees and made their way to California on foot. But this time 
they're flying! Excitement mounts as Alfredito and his family soar over the Earth and finally 
arrive at their beloved home to reunite with family and friends. This extraordinary book 
celebrates an experience familiar to the many who have left their original country to find a new 
life. 

The Journey. Francesca Sanna 
ISBN: 978-1909263994 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y8cm55tu 

With haunting echoes of the current refugee crisis this beautifully illustrated book explores the 
unimaginable decisions made as a family leave their home and everything they know to escape 
the turmoil and tragedy brought by war. This book will stay with you long after the last page is 
turned. 

Refugees and Migrants (Children in Our World). Ceri Roberts (Author), Hanane Kai 
(Illustrator) 
ISBN: 978-1438050201 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ycjnxwn2 

With our 24/7 news cycle and constant access to the latest headlines, the world can be a scary 
place. Now imagine you're a child trying to make sense of it all! What does this news mean? 
How does it affect me? That's where Children in Our World can help. This beautifully illustrated 
non-fiction series takes a timely look at today's biggest issues and sensitively explains the crises 
that dominate the news in an appropriate way for young children. Each book uses relatable 
comparisons, carefully researched text, and striking illustrations to help kids understand the 
many difficulties that children just like them face in the world today. Refugees and Migrants 
discusses the questions "What does it mean to be a refugee—or a migrant? Why would people 
leave their homes?" It answers kids' questions, offers reassurance, and empowers them with 
ways they can help those affected. Where issues are not appropriate to describe in words, 
award-winning illustrator Hanane Kai uses a deft hand to create powerful illustrations that help 
children visualize the people impacted by poverty, hunger, war, racism, and more. All of the 
images are sensitively rendered and perfectly suited for younger children. These books are an 
excellent cross-curricular resource—use them to explore these important issues and tie them 
into discussions about food, wealth, compassion, empathy, and current affairs. 
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MIDDLE GRADE

Home of the Brave.  Katherine Applegate 
ISBN: 978-0312535636 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y9feg74e 

Kek comes from Africa where he lived with his mother, father, and brother. But only he and his 
mother have survived. Now she's missing, and Kek has been sent to a new home. In America, 
he sees snow for the first time, and feels its sting. He wonders if the people in this new place will 
be like the winter―cold and unkind. But slowly he makes friends: a girl in foster care, an old 
woman with a rundown farm, and a sweet, sad cow that reminds Kek of home. As he waits for 
word of his mother's fate, Kek weathers the tough Minnesota winter by finding warmth in his 
new friendships, strength in his memories, and belief in his new country. 

We Are Americans: Voices Of The Immigrant Experience. Thomas Hoobler 
ISBN: 978-0439162975 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ybxwgz4u 

Through letters, diaries, and oral histories, WE ARE AMERICANS profiles the often challenging 
but ultimately rewarding experiences of US immigrants during the last 20,000 years. 

Every child will find an ancestor or contemporary in this collection of personal narratives that 
tells the story, chronologically, of immigrant groups in this nation. 

From the first human residents of North America, to the mass of Europeans in the 1800's, to 
today's modern Americans, each group has made significant and lasting contributions to the 
ever changing culture of the United States. 

Stormy Seas: Stories of Young Boat Refugees.  Mary Beth Leatherdale (Author), Eleanor 
Shakespeare (Illustrator) 
ISBN: 978-1554518951 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/yb3tn8y4 

The phenomenon of desperate refugees risking their lives to reach safety is not new. For 
hundreds of years, people have left behind family, friends, and all they know in hope of a better 
life. This book presents five true stories about young people who lived through the harrowing 
experience of setting sail in search of asylum: Ruth and her family board the St. Louis to escape 
Nazism; Phu sets out alone from war-torn Vietnam; José tries to reach the U.S. from Cuba; 
Najeeba flees Afghanistan and the Taliban; Mohamed, an orphan, runs from his village on the 
Ivory Coast. Aimed at middle grade students, Stormy Seas combines a contemporary collage-
based design, sidebars, fact boxes, timeline and further reading to produce a book that is ideal 
for both reading and research. Readers will gain new insights into a situation that has constantly 
been making the headlines. 

YOUNG ADULT/NEW ADULT
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Outcasts United: The Story of a Refugee Soccer Team That Changed a Town.  Warren St. 
John 
ISBN: 978-0385522045 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/yd796o4g 

Based on the adult bestseller, Outcasts United: An American Town, a Refugee Team, and One 
Woman's Quest to Make a Difference, this young people's edition is a complex and inspirational 
story about the Fugees, a youth soccer team made up of diverse refugees from around the 
world, and their formidable female coach, Luma Mufleh. Clarkston, Georgia, was a typical 
southern town until it became a refugee resettlement center. The author explores how the 
community changed with the influx of refugees and how the dedication of Lumah Mufleh and the 
entire Fugees soccer team inspired an entire community. 

Taking Flight: From War Orphan to Star Ballerina.  Michaela DePrince 
ISBN: 978-0385755146 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/ycaj2nwd 

Michaela DePrince was known as girl Number 27 at the orphanage, where she was abandoned 
at a young age and tormented as a “devil child” for a skin condition that makes her skin appear 
spotted. But it was at the orphanage that Michaela would find a picture of a beautiful ballerina 
en pointe that would help change the course of her life. 
  
At the age of four, Michaela was adopted by an American family, who encouraged her love of 
dancing and enrolled her in classes. She went on to study at the Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis 
School at the American Ballet Theatre and is now the youngest principal dancer with the Dance 
Theatre of Harlem. She has appeared in the ballet documentary First Position, as well as on 
Dancing with the Stars, Good Morning America, and Nightline. 

We Are Americans: Undocumented Students Pursuing the American Dream. William Perez 
ISBN: 978-1579223762 
Amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/y7eaedun 

About 2.4 million children and young adults under 24 years of age are undocumented. Brought 
by their parents to the US as minors―many before they had reached their teens―they account 
for about one-sixth of the total undocumented population. Illegal through no fault of their own, 
some 65,000 undocumented students graduate from the nation's high schools each year. They 
cannot get a legal job, and face enormous barriers trying to enter college to better 
themselves―and yet America is the only country they know and, for many, English is the only 
language they speak.  

What future do they have? Why are we not capitalizing, as a nation, on this pool of talent that 
has so much to contribute? What should we be doing?
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